
1.2L VVT
PETROL ENGINE
The secret behind the New Baleno’s
extraordinary drive lies under its
hood. It comes with a 1.2l VVT engine,
which not only provides great power
and torque but also better combustion,
reduced engine friction, and lower
emiemissions. It is available in 5-speed
manual transmission & CVT options.

NEW DUALJET,
DUAL VVT ENGINE
The bold always makes the first 
move. Presenting, first time in its 
segment, an engine that delivers 
exceptional performance with 
efficient combustion, which leads to 
increased fuel efficiency and lesser 
emissions. It takes your driving 
perperformance to a whole new level.

It is also equipped with state-of-the-art new Smartplay Studio which lets you text, call, play music and also 

navigate easily through the city using the Steering Mounted Controls.* All by just using your voice
You can also track your car’s vital information easily through various screens in the Multi 

Information Display

Application features and displays may vary depending on different operating system or Smartphone devices being used

Avoid using the phone while driving for your safety

Application features and displays may vary depending on different operating system or Smartphone devices being used

Avoid using the phone while driving for your safety

MULTI INFORMATION DISPLAY NEW SMARTPLAY STUDIO

Ŝome parts of the leather appointed upholstery will contain man-made material. 
***Fuel efficiency as certified by test agency under Rule 115 of CMVR 1989.
*VDA method.

##The Speed Alert System gives audible warning for alert of overspeeding to the driver. When vehicle speed exceeds 80 km/h, primary warning 
with two beeps will sound every minute. When the vehicle speed exceeds 120 km/h, secondary level warning with continuous beep will sound. 
If the vehicle speed slows down to 118 km/h, primary warning will resume. If the vehicle slows down to 78 km/h, speed alert warning will stop. 
This buzzer does not indicate any malfunction in vehicle. 

## Spare wheel material is steel and spare tyre size is 185/65 R15. 
1.2L VVT and 1.2L Dual Jet, Dual VVT Petrol variants are BS VI compliant.

NEXA is on a journey to create new experiences, new lifestyle, new culture 
and new products that inspire. It is a drive of creation. A quest to inspire. 
A celebration of the creators. An ode to the creators who inspire.

CREATED TO INSPIRE AN EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE


